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Dance Hubs offer 2023 

 
Organisation: ICI – CCN Montpellier 
Contact person: Anne Bautz 
Email: a.bautz@ici-ccn.com 
 
 
 
+ What : participation to a training program in Arts and Cultural education 
Within the context of PREAC (Pôles de Ressources pour l'Éducation Artistique et Culturelle) 
 
+ When: from March 27 to 29, 2023 
 
+ Where: ICI-CCN / Bagouet Studio  

 
+ Description  
Developed and supported by both french Ministries, Culture and Education, the artistic and cultural 
education pathway is at the heart of our society's challenges.  
 
In order to support the actors of the artistic and cultural education in their missions, ICI-CCN builds 
training programs for and with them, in a research approach around the choreographic culture such 
as this national seminar on the topics of artistic and cultural education. 

  
. March 27, 28 and 29, 2023 at ICI-CCN 

  
"Narratives of bodies, narratives of words, (auto) biographies and (auto) fictions” 
 
Second national training seminar of the three-year cycle “Narratives: can we make fiction without 
making stories? - The place of narrative in the choreographic field”, the 2023 edition of PRÉAC will be 
led by choreographers Olga de Soto and her guests Ondine Cloez and Lenio Kaklea.  
 
The program includes practical and theoretical workshops, two performances, a conference and an 
exhibition. 
  
Based on several of her works (histoire(s), Une introduction, Débords / Réflexions sur La table verte 
and (Elle) retient), Olga de Soto questions the historicity of different dance pieces and proposes an 
analysis of their memorial, self - biographical implications, extended to the intimate and personnal 
field.   

  
Accompanied by choreographers Ondine Cloez and Lenio Kaklea, she will explore questions of 
narrative through the transmission of different practices she has developed over time. She will share 
the issues and questions that inform her research: memory as narrative and as (sub)text, the 
relationship of the written word to the stage and to composition, and the different memories that 
produce layers of narrative. 

  
The training program will also be articulated around an exhibition of resources (archives of Olga de 
Soto and other choreographers and artists) presented in different spaces of ICI-CCN. The curator of 
this exhibition is Olga de Soto. 
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 +  Specifications (for artists and researchers interested in educational topics)  : 
Selection of the participant is made on biography, motivation letter  
The artist has to be based in a UE country / or coming from an UE country 
A minimum of French understanding  is requested  

 
+ The program offers (accommodation, per diem, fee, studio time etc.):  
Educational costs for 3 days  
Travel costs  / accommodation (directly taken by the CCN) / per diem (20 euros / days) and tickets for 
the show  

 
+ Application deadline: 
February the 13rd, 2022 
Confirmation on February the 20th the latest 
The selection will be made by Alice Neussaint, Lisa Combettes (training department)  and Anne Bautz 
(EU project coordinator) 
 
Further information (if applicable): 
All benefitting artist(s) write an evaluation report on their experience that is then published on the 
website of LLB thus promoting both their own work but also the services of the hosting institution. 


